Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 6-15-13
Extreme might be the best word to describe this week. Precipitation events and non-events have been
the dominant story on our golf courses all over the region this week. The volumes and more importantly
the short time period in which the precipitation fell have been problematic to say the least. Steady
rainfall and dark wet days might be more associated with the Emerald Isle but in actuality ‘soft’ rains
tend to wet the ground much more thoroughly and give the soil profile time to push water through
rather than ponding. This week it has been far from ‘soft’ rain. At Sunshine Course in Lemont on 6/9 –
6/10 we had 0.6” of rain overnight which returned the soil profile to saturation. However as I found out
that evening the variations in the region were dramatic. Reports of 0 to 1.4” across the region came in
with drying conditions north of Chicago turning to trashed bunkers and standing water on the south
side. The storms that passed through 6/12-6/13 also had dramatic variations. Unfortunately Joliet had
>2” but colleagues up at Makray Memorial had 0.4” and no damage. This leads to large volumes of
water runoff and soil erosion – however from an environmental standpoint turfgrass has proven vital to
water filtering and negating soil erosion. Thus it is always important to have your turfgrass in optimal
condition at all times.
On the up side it is US Open week and already Merion has been eating them up. One other event
coming up for us in the Chicagoland is the Encompass Championship (June 17-23) and if you get the
chance go out and support the work at North Shore CC.
Climate:
One thing that is really interesting to notice and it returns somewhat to last week is how long soil
temperatures took to return from that one cold day on June 2nd (Figure 1). As highlighted in the figure
the temperatures have only returned to preferred temperatures 5 days ago.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, June 2013.

From the perspective of rain – the region has been all over the place but to date at Sunshine Course the
month of June has produced 2.75 inches of rain (Figure 2). This includes 1.64” on June 13 which led to
standing water and if you had similar conditions, stoppage in golf play and a lot of work trying to clean
the course up. These types of rainfall events help neither the game nor the turfgrass manager but
unfortunately there is little that we can do about it. Poor quality compacted clay soils can struggle to
move only .0005 inches / hr and in light of what we saw fall in Figure 2 – it would take a long time to
move it all through the soil profile at that rate.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 2. Precipitation at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, June 2013.
Light levels have begun to climb and this has coincided unsurprisingly with the rise in temperatures
(Figure 3). The problems we have had getting bentgrass going due to the temperatures should start to
dissipate going forward. Interestingly enough this problem has been statewide and not just golf courses
on Lake Michigan. Temperatures are predicted to hit the mid 80’s next week and this should begin to
favor bentgrass in the competition for turf cover against Poa. Summer solstice or the longest day of the
year is one week from now with a prediction of total daylight of 15 hours 13min and 39 seconds.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 3. Sunlight at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, June 2013.

In case you missed it, the extremes rolling in looked a little like this! (Credit: B. Thompson, Biltmore CC)

Management:
Preparation for the uncontrolled and unexpected is important and this week showed that exactly.
Ensuring you have your crew ready to respond to large scale weather events will prove important down
the road. Members will expect that the course will be playable the very next day after 10” of rain and so
you going through the drill with your staff will be crucial to getting back on the road as soon as possible.
Removing silt from greens surfaces is a priority if you suffer from burst river banks, while the thankless
task of pushing sand back up of bunker faces is another. To reduce the damage and long term problems
maintaining your turfgrass in optimal conditions at all times prior and after is a benefit – undoubtedly
turfgrass will lose some quality as a result of the event and the sooner you can recover the better.
The other issue which you will notice is that once there is a heavy rainfall most likely a nutrient flush will
occur – thus if you miss a day of mowing after possibly considering raising the height of cut for the next
mow to prevent possible scalping.
Other things may have started to occur this week as well with some trees producing flowers and
members may want to get more information on both the tree and tree health. You can take classes
while you also can use resources available to you in the state – one such example is the plant clinic at
Disease:
This week has been very quiet once again with disease reports being limited. Dollar spot was spotted
earlier in the week on fairways on the south side. One other mistake you may make in the field is
misdiagnosing cottonwood (Populus) seed for dollar spot (Picture 1) – rub the offending article between
your fingers – the seed head will not break up.
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Picture 1. Cottonwood (left) and dollar spot (right).
Other than that it seems that the climate has been helpful and we have not suffered any major issues in
the region. If your course did have some issues please let me know at enangle@cdga.org!

Insects:
Egg laying is now in full flow for the bluegrass billbug and in fact for grass managers in the southern part
of the state, larvae emergence may now be occurring and so contact type insecticides will offer value.
First generation Black Turfgrass Ataenius, Ataenius spretulus egg laying of the first generation is ongoing
statewide.
Weeds:
From the perspective of weed management only managers on the lake should be considering using
amine based control products and even at this stage care must be taken. Consult labels prior to use for
any temperature warnings. This pattern is also similar for crabgrass germination as a majority of courses
off the border of Lake Michigan are now beyond initial germination. The rough on many courses has
been growing very healthily and so weed competition should not be a huge problem.
Strategies:
This week I am going to talk about light – but not too much light – a lack of light or shade. There are
some important issues that we need to remember when thinking about shade.
Shade causes a range of responses and crucially turfgrass managers must aim to retain turfgrass quality
under shaded conditions not improve the quality. I mean that as you go into full leaf cover on trees in
the summer period, the quality of turf you have is going to be as good as it gets for the year, so trying to
retain that quality is the goal through the playing season and if you are having problems prior to full leaf
emergence – it may not get much better….

Certain environmental issues occur under shaded conditions that do not represent anything you see
elsewhere on the golf course and so you either manage for the differences accordingly – or – you cut the
tree down!
While shade may be the issue caused by a tree – not all trees create problems just by shade alone, so
know your plant material. Consider that black walnuts produce chemicals which kill turf and thus the
loss of quality may not be linked to shade what so ever.
In managing shade, light is most crucial and obtaining light for enough time in the day means the plant
can capture sufficient energy to recover from wear and tear. To do this turfgrass plants on greens height
turf are at a distinct disadvantage to 50 ft. maples. To try and compete for more light grasses elongate,
in doing this the canopy begins to thin out. Moisture does not clear away off the leaf as quickly and
temperatures are moderated greatly. This favors the growth of Poa in particular.
You as a manager need to consider a range of issues – including light, irrigation, fertility and growth
regulation practices. Use of chainsaws to increase the amount of light exposure is always a primary
choice. Reducing nitrogen rates will aid in reducing grass elongation and top growth which can lead to
poor density (Goss et al., 2002). Excess irrigation or even maintaining irrigation volumes similar to areas
in full sunlight conditions will hasten turf decline with one exception! Tree roots specifically are
problematic and direct irrigation around the roots will aid the problem rather than irrigating half the
green to try and maintain moisture in the rooting area – root pruning where appropriate will also help.
Growth regulators have been shown in many trials to be of benefit in shaded conditions (Nangle et al.,
2012) – by stopping the elongation, the loss of canopy density can be reduced and this all aids in surface
quality retention through the playing season – that equals a victory for you and your golf course
members.

FINALLY
The league table has begun! We had our first correct answers and while the answers were not exactly
right – the marking was caused by hydraulic oil spill – but the turf as it was pictured had been cut with
the sod cutter – as many guys answered.
Our leaders are in the champions table below! Final winner will get CDGA gear at the end of the season.
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Name
J. VerCautren
B. Mcgargill
K. Peterson
K. Goss

# Correct answers / year
1
1
1
1

This week’s pic – WHAT CAUSED IT – answers to enangle@cdga.org
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In regards to Sunshine Course we have decided that we would like to work with you to help us! We are
going to set up an annual rotation for superintendents on the Northside, Westside, and Southside of the
city. The aim of this is to be able to have enough material to manage the golf course throughout the
season. We have already had great help from Nick Baker, Dave Blomquist and Renny Jacobsen but as the
facility is mainly here to test products and evaluate turf for you then we would like you to help us out. If
you have product you could donate incl. plant protection products / sand / working equipment we
would be interested in talking to you. The rotation is annual and we would like to start it next year. If
you do have product this year however we will accept it. Nick Baker and Dave Blomquist are helping out
so if you interact with them they can collect some of the smaller amounts of materials you may have. If
you have any questions please contact me about this at 630-685-2307. The Sunshine Through Golf
Foundation would be delighted to work with your company or golf course on the donation which will aid
us on the course.
Thank you for your support.
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Southern Illinois Superintendents will also find Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent bi weekly report is in the link
below dated 6-6-13.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update06_06_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
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